The Win Pro 400 Awning
The Llaza Win Pro 400 offers the latest in design and technology. Its clean and compact look
accentuated the modern character of the system, making it a perfect match for the most cutting-edge
architectural designs. 		
The Win Pro 400 model combines the strength and practicality of Monobloc with the advanced design
and technology of WIN: a perfect combination that makes installing large awnings quick and easy.
This system also incorporates a fabric protector to extend the lifespan and maintain the asthetics
of the awning.

The High-Performance Win Pro System
Better protection with only two arms
The Win Pro 400 system simplifies the assembly and installation process, while making the awning
system extremely secure and stable. In addition to advanced technology of the WIN system, it offers
the maximum protected surface area using only two arms, reaching a projection of up to 4 metres with
width of up to 7 metres.
The system can be installed either faced or ceiling fixed, allowing the most suitable supports for
each situation.

Llaza Win Pro 400 System
Strong and Efficient Arms
The WIN Pro 400 arms incorporate a tensioning system
that ensures consistant force is applied and maintained
throughout the extension and retraction of the awning.
The elbow system is completely hidden in the interior of
the arms, making the outward appearance of the arm
clean and compact.
The operation of the unit is smooth and precise and
is based on an internationally patented system which
creates less wear and tear, making opening and closing
easier and increasing the durability of the system.

Comfort at Your Fingertips
The motorised or manual operation of the Win Pro 400 guarantees the increased security and durability
of the system. Operation is simple and can be complemented with smart systems that adjusts the awning
automatically according to weather conditions.

Llaza Win Pro 400 System
Built-in Levelling System
To make sure that the system is perfectly level, the supports feature a
built-in level gauge which is very handy during installation.

Adjustment with Precision and Control
The Win Pro 400 adjustment system works in two ways: it controls of
the angle of inclination of the arms and it fixes the position of the arms
to prevent unsightly sagging.

Versatility and Extra Fabric Protection
The Win Pro 400 system features a profile fabric protector
to preserve the awning fabric, helping to keep it in prime
condition for longer This model can also be installed without
the profile protector if the situation requires it.

Pivoting Closing System
The Win Pro 400 system also features a pivoting closing
system to ensure ideal adjustment of the profiles. 		
This means the fabric is protected from the elements,
prolonging the life of the fabric, and assisting in maintaining
a clean awning.

Colour Options
Win Pro 400 components come in optional colours of
White, Ebony and Silver.

Approved Quality
The Win Pro 400 has been designed and manufactured in
accordance with directives for length, strength, resistance and
safety stipulated by European Standard EN 13561 for class 3.*
* Up to 3m projection and 3.5m if length does not exceed 5.5m. Dimensions
exceeding these are in accordance with class 2.

